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"Guess how much I love you," says Little Nutbrown Hare. Little Nutbrown Hare shows his daddy

how much he loves him: as wide as he can reach and as far as he can hop. But Big Nutbrown Hare,

who can reach farther and hop higher, loves him back just as much. Well then Little Nutbrown Hare

loves him right up to the moon, but that's just halfway to Big Nutbrown Hare's love for him.
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My mom bought this for me as a gift after my first son was born. I had to go back to work when he

was 3 months old. She gave it to me one weekend and I sat and read it and just started crying. It

was when I read that last line--I love you all the way to the moon and back--that really touched me.

It made me realize how much I was missing my baby boy during the day. I also noticed that Big

Nutbrown Hare waits until the little one is asleep to say the last line. That also reflects how much a

parent loves a child. He would never want to outdo his baby just because he's bigger. He let Little

Nutbrown Hare go to sleep thinking he won that little game. What a sweet, sweet story.

This is a sweet, loving introduction to a familiar game that many parents have played with their child.

I can't see it as being about competition. Perhaps some of the negative reviewers never played the

game of "Guess how much I love you". But it was a natural part of childhood for my children. It



wasn't about competition, it was about creativiity--thinking of ways of expressing love bigger than

ever before. I wouldn't dream of trying to "oneup" my children. I just liked the silly answers we would

come up with in playing.To all the naysayers, the last line of the book is ALL about letting the child

"win". The father waits until the child is asleep in the assurance he has come up with the unbeatable

answer, "I Love you all the way to the moon!" But as he sleeps and the father looks at this bundle of

miracle that has been bestowed upon him he says what he feels, "I love you all the way to the

moon, and back". The child doesn't hear this. The father is just expressing a love he can't even

define it's so big. That's not competetive or mean spirited, it's a wonderfully realistic portrayal of

having a feeling of love so big that you know there is nothing bigger.The pictures are great. I

wouldn't go board book. This book is better for older children.Buy it and enjoy it.

That's the most beautiful book for a young child that I know of. It perfectly expresses the mother's

love. I enjoy reading it every night before my daughter goes to bed. I started to read it to her over a

year ago when she was only two years old, and now she can read it with me. It has created a

special bond between us. I highly recommend this book to any loving mother. In addition to that I

also recommend a book series titled "Why Some Cats are Rascals ( Book 3)" containing lovely and

inspiring stories for older children. My other recommendations go to:Love You ForeverThe Giving

TreeCorduroy

Very cute little hard book. I got the hard covered with the hard pages due to my toddler being a bit

aggressive with her books. So these are durable and great for bedtime stories. I don't have to worry

about paper cuts or pages being torn with these type of books. Def recommend.

This is my daughter and my favorite book. She is 31/2yrs. old and we enjoy reading it every night

before she goes to bed. I started to read it to her a year and a half ago when she was two years old,

and now she can read it to me. It has created a special bond between us. It has to be the last book

we read so she can dream about hares and her mommy and how much we love each other. We

often play a game about guessing how much we love each other. She will jump as high as she can

or spread her sweet little arms out as wide as they will go. I just want to thank Sam McBratney for

touching our lives in such a special way. Also, I would like to thank him for the wonderful memories

he has provided for me and my daughter. I know I will remember it forever, I hope my daughter does

as well. Thank you Sam.



The calendar includes the full text of the book. It is a sweet way to document baby's first year. The

illustrations and text are all included, broken out into 13 months (so you get baby's day of birth and

first birthday). I find that it's quicker to fill this in than to write in the baby book so this calendar has

more data in it than my baby's book at this point. I hope to use it to fill in the baby book later.

In this tender story about a father putting his child to bed, Sam McBratney effectively conveys the

depth of the love I feel for my own children, but am often unable to put into words. Little Nutbrown

Hare wants to tell his father, Big Nutbrown Hare, just how much he loves him, but no matter what

measure Little Nutbrown Hare chooses, his father always loves him more. For example, Little

Nutbrown Hare loves his father as high as he can hop, but Big Nutbrown Hare loves his son as high

as he can hop, and he can hop much higher. Finally, the tired little rabbit tells his father he loves him

right up to the moon. Big Nutbrown Hare kisses his son good night and whispers, "I love you right

up to the moon-- and back." Anita Jeram's pen and ink and watercolor illustrations of father and son

gracefully capture the love they feel for each other. She hasn't drawn the typical cute little bunnies

found in many children's books; she's drawn creatures capable of expressing emotion. The

expression on Little Nutbrown Hare's face as he's falling asleep is one I've seen on my own

children. Her pictures also show an incredible range of movement, from stretching arms as high or

as wide as possible to very gently kissing a sleeping child on the forehead. This is one of my

favorite books. It's a standard part of any "new baby" gift I give, and everyone who has received it

from me tells me that they cried when they read it. I still cry.
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